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IBN National Update
Coming off a tough 2019 calendar year on the back of the Federal Governments
Royal Commission in to Banks, 2020 started off with green shoots that supported
a stronger year. Industry was positive and lower interest rates provided a bright
outlook for new homes, extensions and renovations.
Then BANG!, mid-March 2020 we are hit with Covid-19. A pandemic, something
that none of us have experienced in our lifetime. The media was all doom and
gloom, clients cancelling and deferring works, the talk of an ongoing recession
and then being ordered into lock-down other than essential services. Speaking
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to many of the members they were uncertain as to how they were going to be
affected and talked of uncertainty. However, as the dark clouds of despair slowly
parted, the construction industry was able to continue on its way.
Over the last 3 months IBN has been running regular zoom meetings, which were
open to all our membership base plus staff and families. These meetings covered
relevant topics to ensure ongoing viability and included:
•

NDIS training and development on construction as a means to increasing
builder’s opportunities in a growing market

•

Trade sharing amongst the network

•

How the virus impacts on a business’ HR and OHS responsibilities

•

Regular head office supplier updates

•

Problem solving

•

Dealing with anxiety and depression through the pandemic

•

Leadership in a Crisis

Although the pipeline of work appeared to be drying up the current work on the
ground kept us going. With a better understanding on how the Federal Government
was to stimulate the economy through the Cashflow Boost, “Jobkeeper” and
apprentice subsidy support as well as smaller State Government support, small
business was being placed in a better position to survive.
Of recent times we are now seeing the Federal Government offer specific support
to the construction industry to stimulate the industry further. This is needed as a
forecast loss of 200,000 immigrants will impact on the industry.
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That said the positives are that as Australia has flatted the curve and we are seeing
the signs of positive client enquiry return. It is important that all members assess their
business and be prepared to change their business model to cope with the change
in demand that may occur such as taking on all work whether it be small extension/
renovations or building a new home. Several of the members of investing in NDIS
accreditation as a means of finding new markets.
We still have some work to do to come out the other end. The next six months will
still create its challenges, but we are here to support you as best we can. If you have
any problems, please call to discuss. As promoted, We Are in In This together, and by
working together we can strengthen our oppportunities.

IBN New Members
A big welcome to the recent additions to our great network. They are all great builders and will add to our team
immensely. Please give them a call and say hi to welcome. All the best for a huge year and we look forward to
working together to grow together!

Allan Wilson
Alkoomie Homes Pty Ltd

Greg McLaren
One Stop VIP Renovations

Micheal Fisher
Fruition Homes

Golden Beach, QLD

Biggera Waters, QLD

Tivoli, QLD

Aaron Edwards
Protego Homes

Nick Milatos
Elite Homes QLD

Munruben, QLD

Morningside, QLD

Chris O’Sullivan
QLD Business Development
Manager
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Founder’s Report
It is pleasing to note that our members were not directly victims of the virus thrust upon
us which has effected so many lives. It was also pleasing to note that most members
soldiered on to overcome the challenges caused.
One bonus is the successful use of zoom meetings and
trainings bringing our members that much close through
modern networking. By improved branding and better
managing of our home shows we see client enquires on the
rise to members benefits. Our increased participation into
adaptable living and NDIS has become a strong focal point
for members who are gaining continually from this.

Head office management and staff involvement continues
to grow in wisdom and involvement in what continues to be
a strong advisory group to members thus saving them time

A big and sincere welcome to those new members since
our last newsletter. I am looking forward to our annual
conference to catch up with all members. Let’s hope the
virus doesn’t effect the timing of this too much.
Finally a big thanks to those members who have established
display homes and shop fronts.
A great opportunity for other
members to allow client
showcasing on these
as a bonus.

trying to solve challenges on their own.

My motto continues—a need for you to make it happen, not
expecting others to do it for you.
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Professional Development & Zoom Series
When we thought we had seen the toughest

Our initial demand, however, came through Special Disability

time of the decade courtesy of the banking

who were living with a disability, back to their family homes but at the

Accommodation (SDA) requests trying to get younger family members

royal commission in 2019 we really had no idea

end of the day it was a win for IBN Members all the same.

what 2020 would have in store for us?

Secondly our Head Office Staff, particularly through the Operations
Manager, Jason Aiossa, took back the reins of our social media from
our external social media managers, and instantly a huge increase in
Facebook traffic became apparent. Not only had our following surged,

As they say in the classics, “hold my beer!”

but the ‘sharing’ by Members was clearly improving and subsequent
With last year having challenges out of our control effecting all IBN

enquiries to head office and local Members was transparent. If ever

Builder Members with their contracts we could be excused for feeling

there was an unintentional consequence of the dramatic business

like a kite dancing in the cyclone but for some quirk of fate, when the

regulations from State and Federal Governments, then this opportunity

Covid-19 virus then the isolation laws hit, we were all steeling ourselves

was a massive victory for IBN itself!

for a tougher year ahead. But for some reason, the coup de grâce never
Added to Jason’s amazing success here was Kathleen Manning’s tireless

came?

and effervescent work with Members’ clients ensuring they were kept in
IBN head office comprehensively kept in touch with all our Members

touch with administrative periods and followed up, a job that is by no

particularly because of the threat of our Members being severely

means an easy one to maintain and always appreciated by the Members.

affected through prospective customers losing their jobs and of

Sal Filiz who had been preparing the Annual Conference and who had

course the banks again tightening the screws on lending.

Through

amazing successes in recent years, was now initialising lead generation

the early stages of the lockdown period there was fear and definitely

and the subsequent enquiries whilst also preparing our marketing

a lot of uncertainty but as time progressed and the Australian

literature and Builders’ kits and making sure all documentation was

Government started to take control of the situation, the public became

professionally provided accordingly. Sal’s also prepared our well-written

confident, businesses “pivoted” and IBN went in to action on utilising

blogs and ensuring they’re posted right on time and also working on the

the downtime to galvanise our members better than ever before.

house and land packages but what you all see from Sal every day is the
awesome IBNsider and IBN Newsletters that are published frequently.

We were soon holding bi-weekly Zoom meetings whether they be
third party professional training programs which Steve Rowarth will

Jonty Rosenow had come to the fore during the lockdown and had

have covered in his report; or whether it be local and state-wide zone

previously concentrating on our GeoSite and MailChimp direct mail

meetings. One particular noteworthy feedback was from a very prolific

advertising was now joining Jason and Sal in preparing house & land

geographically isolated member who, both husband and wife, were both

packaging which itself, is becoming nearly a full time requirement for

present at all IBN Conferences and Professional Development Days and

several staff! The direct benefits of this is undoubtedly successful

now they said the Zoom and the lockdown had made IBN much better for

for all IBN and something that if you aren’t doing it now, you should be

members like them! Very true to the fact that every cloud has its silver

definitely doing it in the future.

lining and all of a sudden IBN ourselves had done the trendy “pivot” albeit
only in the way we were hosting training and networking and there was
more to come.
Firstly, we got on to the front foot with the re-introduction to NDIS and
our Adaptable Living certification of the Australian Liveable Housing
Guidelines to IBN standard plans. Members were face to face with
Disability Accommodation Australia representative, Nicole Giles-Davis
who explained the process for building and being registered for said
product as it would now be a huge market that could sway IBN work
away from the mainstream.
We actually publicly lauded the program in our blog “It’s the Law of
Unintended Consequences” (Part I) where we spoke about the possible
demand for Adaptable Living homes as a result of the Covid-19 lockdown
laws meaning elderly family members could be moved back to the family
home.
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Without Home Shows to speak of in 2020 we could be excused for

Members a clear understanding about the development of the type of

generating leads for our Members but with the stunning improvement of

product to assist with sales.

our social media thanks to the above mentioned Team, we have had our
most successful email enquiry year ever! Whilst our Metro Members do

With a seeming lull over display home proposals due to the lockdowns

rely on these shows to keep going and provide ongoing work opportuni-

it’s been a quiet front for new openings towards 2021 but we are

ties, the Federal Government’s generous grants have helped stimulate

extremely excited to soon see the Thredbo by Will & Crystal Braaksma

the economy where it can and certainly that has helped confidence and

open which will showcase not only an IBN Split Level Alpine Range but

enquiries greatly.

also a Silver-level Adaptable Living specification! The façade presents
our new Hamptons finish and Will has followed the magnificent outside

One of the huge programs we had been working on for launching in April

treatment to encompass the entry area which will totally blow visitors

this year, was our Push for the Bush program. This initiative had faced

away.

some major hurdles in trying to sell regional Victoria to the residents of
Melbourne and Geelong.

Shopfronts have been the forefront of IBN sales avenues over the past
few years with UBS Mildura looking to move soon; Dean Hogan Builder

With capital city cost of living, transport challenges and family safety

Horsham opening a new centre and our best opening in 2020 coming at

becoming more and more worrying, regional parts of Victoria had many

Bendigo with Homes by CDLS launching an exciting homebuyer centre

benefits to offer young families, empty nesters, retirees or even those

which has been the epicentre of a terrific digital and mainstream media

living with a disability.

mix. Fantastic effort by all and in their own way have been market leaders

IBN had engaged over 25-local government

agencies with unanimous support as well as the organisers of the

upon IBN Members and non-IBN builders in their respective towns.

Melbourne Home Show, Exhibitions & Events Australia, Regional Land
Developers, and several Regional Development arms all getting on board

So midway through the year we are still unsure of the immediate future

behind us.

but enquiry has never been stronger so many builders are capitalising on
a strong and confident market and hopefully a great base to be a strong

Unfortunately for some reason the Victorian State Government pulled

network come 2021.

their support of the program yet the NSW State Government saw what
we were doing and supported IBN in presenting on stage at the Sydney
Home Show through their “Country Change” division albeit to an empty
crowd with hundreds watching on line due to the Covid-19 lockdown.
We weren’t able to launch in April due to the cancellation of the show and
we have been postponed to 2021 but ironically, the whole program’s aim
of showing how regional living was better, was proved by the same thing
that cancelled our show in the first place. Many regional blocks and
real estate were snapped up by city dwellers realising that if they were
working from home, why was there a need to have a massive mortgage
and lesser quality of family life living in the rat race?
So we have not stopped with the Push for the Bush and in fact this has
steeled us more for a bigger launch in 2021 with so many positives to
promote and if this proves
successful, working in with
the Queensland Government
and recruiting in to regional
NSW we may be able to
replicate the success in the
coming years.
Also, one by-product of getting the Members on board with PftB was
working on the house and land packages and whilst this exercise was
not warranted in the end for all participating members, it certainly has
helped IBN hone our skills and providing the service as well as giving

Your Home, Your Builder
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IBN Builder of the month awards
The Cairns-Gazzola Team involves
four experienced family members
ready and willing to assist their clients
with the biggest decision they face in
their purchasing life and care is taken, as you
would expect from a tightknit business, with
every client whether they be that an anxious
first home buyer or the discerning fourth or fifth
home buyer possibly building their last ever
home.

November 2019
Home by CDLS, VIC

On-site we have Carlo the registered Unlimited Domestic Builder (DBU), who has over 25years’ experience building homes with a proven
reputation for quality architect-designed homes on the picturesque
Mornington Peninsula over that time.

A true multi-generational family business in every sense, Homes by
CDLS is a family-owned and run home provider now based in Bendigo,

Assisting Carlo is Leigh, a registered A-Grade Electrician knowledgeable

in central regional Victoria. With four members of the Cairns-Gazzola

of the latest applications installed in the homes of the 21st century. As

family involved in all facets of the company, they truly understand

a qualified solar installer, he can apply savvy power solutions needed to

different buyers and where they’re at in life and since joining IBN have

fight rising costs which comes in very handy for all buyers today.

certainly proved that different generations bring so many positives to
the business.

Stacey oversees clients’ administrations and ensures all needs are met
and has even completed an Interior Design Course and this will ensure

For the first home buyer wanting to understand the process and nervous

communication is not lost between your dreams and the end result.

about obtaining finance, through CDLS’ membership with IBN they can
provide professional and personal finance assistance through IBN First

Debra backs up the team with considered accounting and administration

Homes which has provided already dozens of low deposit housing

management, again with over 25 years of experience and will make sure

through regional Victoria over the past three years and now have

all progress through the build process is effectively and personally

opened their very own home-buyer centre that will educate and provide

made an easy experience for all clients.

housing for new home buyers through the region as well as catering for
specific buyers through IBN’s unique Adaptable Living range of homes.

Congratulations to the CDLS team on being the Builder of the Month.

December 2019

Ridgeline Building Group, VIC
Congratulations to Nick and Mat Distefano from Ridgeline Building Group on winning
our December Builder of the month.
More than deserving winners Nick and Mat have only been building together for a short
but are capitalising on the resources that IBN provides them.
They attend all zone meeting, professional development days and participate at all
Homes Shows. Not scared to ask questions of other experienced builders within the
network to better their busi-ness, these young achievers are well on their way to running
a successful building business.
Congratulations to Nick and Mat from Ridgeline Building Group.
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January 2020

Ross Andrews Builder, Swan Hill VIC
Located in what we consider one of the most isolated towns serviced
by any IBN Builder Member, Swan Hill locals Ross and his lovely wife
Lea make the most with what they have and go to the market to really
make things happen.
Now into his 2nd term as an IBN Member in his fourth year with us,
it’s great to see how Ross has turned the corner and consolidated his
business and the brand in Swan Hill as being a local and affordable
alternative to the franchise builders that have historically been the go-to
builders in the town.
To try something new, Ross decided to prepare a speculative home
With over 25-years’ experience and creating his building partnership in

where a builder would take the risk in preparing and building a new

2010, Ross has built his business through his focus on local trades and

home with the hope that it sells at a later stage, something that is

local subcontractors and has an amazing team with Allastair, Michael

regularly done in the country to create work.

and Jai all contributing on-site.
Ross soon found an ally in the local LJ Hooker Real Estate Agency,
Dynamic wife Lea, working in administration adds to a wholesome

whom quickly sold the home off the plan and as we say in cricket “one

multi-generational family business with Alivia, Mason and Ryan all

becomes two” (a term for trying to get out the opening batsmen), Ross

chipping in and can be found on the broom or washing windows also.

found the confidence had transpired into the local market for both real
estate and in his business and ultimately what his membership with IBN

Ross takes pride in his work and is fussy about his workmanship and

delivered for the local community.

that of his employees. He likes to be on the tools and reluctantly works
in the office. He would much prefer to be hands-on in ensuring that all

One of the benefits of his membership with IBN is having over 125

facets of the job are done to his high levels of expectation.

designs rapidly priced and ready to go and IBN has helped Ross and
Lea develop from a small business into a competitive, easy to work with

Travelling as far as his original home town Sea Lake, Manangatang

partnership for local people. He has created a range of new homes in

and then picking up aesthetically beautiful architecturally designed

various locations and now you can find Ross at Haven Estate in Lake

homes at Lake Boga, Ross and his great young team have clocked up

Boga, completing their third beautifulhome there.

the miles and created some amazing homes and quality renovations for
their clients who searched hard for the right builder. Building far away

Always staying loyal and local, Ross is now really looking ahead to 2021

from home has not dulled his levels of service and delivery, Ross has

already, such is his preparedness and control over his business and we

worked closely with all clients to ensure they create their home, not just

are all sure that beyond these two years that Ross and Lea will continue

a house. Nothing has been too difficult and everything has always been

to thrive and put back into the community as a strong successful Swan

worked out for win-win results.

Hill leader in the Building Industry.

Mat joined IBN in December 2018 and has worked hard to grow his business which has
certainly paid off as he has been able to increase the amount of new homes built by more
than 4 times what he was doing before being an IBN member.

February 2020

Mat Richardson Builder, Russell Island QLD

Previous to joining IBN, Mat was battling it out with the other builders on Russell Island
and although having the reputation of being a quality builder providing great customer
service he was struggling to win jobs over other builders. Mat has now clearly secured
his spot as the largest and best builder on the Island using the IBN plans to his advantage
whilst now being more competitive through the IBN supplier arrangements.
Mat had looked at joining some of the project building franchises however knew that the
local residents like to use local builders and when he came across IBN it was an easy
decision that certainly paid off.
Congrats Mat on winning the builder of the month award we are happy to see you
succeeding and are looking forward to what the future brings for your business.
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March 2020

MicStar Homes, Gympie QLD
Mick joined IBN in late 2017 with the aim of focusing on the breaking into the new
home market that was dominated by the franchise builders in Gympie. Delving in head
first, Mick made a full commitment to push the Independent Builders Network model
and following the IBN procedure manual to a “T” Mick committed by developing a new
website, promoted himself through many newspapers and magazines built a LHA Silver
Level Demonstrator (Spec) home to show clients as well as branding his vehicle and sites.
This hard work has enabled Mick to break into the previously difficult new home market
and build 4 IBN standard designs to date along with custom client designs.
Through diversifying his advertising via many mediums, Mick has ensured that his name is
well known in the area and is on the “Shopping list” when clients are looking for a quality
new home builder. Through being a great networker and not being afraid to ask for advice
and assistance, Mick is sure to continue his growth and expand his reputation as a new
home builder in Gympie.
Congratulations to Mick & the team at MicStar Homes.

Congratulations to Dwain, Kurt & the team at Hezzelic Homes on winning the IBN April

April 2020

Hezzelic Homes Pty Ltd, Moorooka QLD

Builder of the Month.
Dwain and Kurt from Hezzelic Homes were very well established Builders before joining
IBN and like a lot of other Builders, were spending a lot of their time quoting on jobs that did
not always come off. Knowing there was a better way and not wanting to join a franchise,
they came across IBN and are now one of Queensland’s most proactive members. The
main appeal of IBN to Hezzelic Homes was having the large data base of priced homes
that would enable them to provide an accurate price to clients enquiring immediately, thus
taking out the back and forth just to see if the client was serious or not. If there was an
award for the best at following up enquiries from the home shows, they would be a close
favourite and follow through with all referred works with utmost professionalism. Great
communication and constructive feedback make the team at Hezzelic Homes a pleasure
to deal with and we are sure that they will be doing great things in the near future.
Congrats Boys well done.

May 2020

Absolute Contractors, Koyuga VIC
Congratulations to Damian Reid & Lisa Kamstra at Absolute Contractors on winning the
IBN May Builder of the Month.
Even locals in Central North Victoria react quizzically if you ask them where Koyuga is.
For the record, it sits almost exactly halfway between Echuca and Shepparton, more
precisely, 6 kilometres west of Tongala.
You’d be right to assume there’s not too much construction going on in Koyuga, but
Damian & his team have built their business on servicing the many regional towns lacking
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competitive local builders, no matter how far afield, whilst partner Lisa

Through IBN’s relationship with Bondor, Damian was able to develop

looks after the business back home.

InsulLiving, resulting in project pipeline around the state, that includes
a very difficult sloping site for a BnB -in Bonnie Doon no less!

In less than 2 years since Absolute Builders & Contractors became
members of IBN, we’ve watched Damian and his team work on

However, the life of a travelling Builder who virtually lives on site in

commercial and residential projects in locations such as Gisborne,

isolated areas isn’t always easy for the team, which is why Absolute

Bendigo, Kyneton, Mansfield, Barooga, Yarrawonga and Tongala, where

teamed up with IBN endorsed Social Media Manager, BrassTacks, to

they just completed a portable housing project for visiting international

increase reach into forementioned areas.

workers.
Accessing these community audiences is important for both locals
Most recently, they crossed the border into the NSW town of Deniliquin

and IBN Member who, like the team at Absolute, work tirelessly to grow

for a laundry renovation, and when we visited the owner –who mainly

their knowledge of NDIS | SDA housing, and have the skills & expertise

uses the laundry to groom her show dogs, just after hand-over, she was

to deliver renovations and new homes, through IBN’s Adaptable Living

excited to show us the custom work and unique touches Damian and his

design range.

dynamic construction team had made to her home.
We recently wrote about the importance of having local Builders with
Damian’s speciality is doing the really hard stuff, and doing it right the

NDIS knowledge, and Absolute Builders & Contractors are instrumental

first time, which we credit to his strong ethics, personal attention and

in filling current white spots in our coverage, so we are extremely

sheer hard work.

grateful for their work in supporting regional Victoria.

This leaves Avenue Constructions with a professional, diligent and
cohesive team delivering amazing results .
Avenue Constructions were part of the instigation of the Push for the
Bush as they work along with Neville Harte Builder (Wodonga) with
local Land Developer, Nordcon, who had helped conceive the idea of
promoting Albury Wodonga as well as many other regional area living
to residents of Melbourne & Geelong.
Whilst we weren’t able to publicly launch the program as planned in
April this year, the above mentioned COVID crisis actually worked in our

June 2020

Avenue Constructions, Albury NSW
Well done to Steve, Tanya & the whole Wood and Avenue Constructions
team for our National Builder of the month!

Albury Wodonga seems to be in the news a lot lately being the epicentre
of the Victorian / New South Wales border lockdowns courtesy of the
COVID-19 crisis. For the twin cities, the first decentralised centres in
Australia, they of late have attracted the best investment, industry and
residents as a result and most certainly an aspirational base for growth.
Steve and Tanya joined IBN with a view of capitalising on the opportunity

favour as many capital city dwellers from both states saw the benefits
in making a move to the region. The border towns provide an attractive
alternative as it combines many benefits of city living along with the
country lifestyle. These include affordability, personal security and job
reliability.
Avenue Constructions continue to deliver high class custom homes
and renovations, as well as affordable project-built homes to first home
buyers and those looking for savvy house & land packages locally.
Avenue have been committed to promoting “what you see is what
you get” house and land packages, mainly through Nordcon land on
both sides of the border. With a strong history of delivering beautiful
homes in Thurgoona, Steve has been able to firm up his pricing to
be competitive with the volume builders whilst continuing to provide
custom direct service for his clients. This ensures every step of the way

Albury Wodonga presents and growing their business in to a bona fide

is handled both professionally and with an easy-going style making the

multi-generational successful family structure. So since joining IBN,

client feel at ease throughout the daunting process of building a new

both sons Josh and Levi have entered the business as current 2nd and

home.

1st year apprentice carpenters accordingly.

Steve and Tanya’s dedication to becoming the best, not the biggest,
builder in Albury has seen them attend all IBN Professional Development

On top of this strong Wood clan unit is Emily Trestrail who takes care of
drafting and permits; Kirsten Taylor running the marketing and colour
selections; Hamish Jones and Tim Goodwin rounding up the on-site
team supervising and ongoing carpentry duties.

Your Home, Your Builder

days as well as now making the most of the consistent zoom training
offered by the Network. They have taken all upon themselves and now
are certainly making their mark in the area and we are grateful for their
work and ethic that falls strongly in our beliefs. Families making homes
for families.
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James Hard

Thanks to our partnership with Jam

dedicated range of James Hardie f

Coolum, Carinda, Parkes & Eden faca

of 5 new facades the Helensvale, Twe

Helensvale Facade

Apollo Facade

Coolum Facade
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Tweed Facade

Parkes Facade
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die Facades

mes Hardie we have expanded on our

facades. Last year we released the

ades. Happy to announce the release

eed, Miami, Apollo and Euroa.

Euroa Facade

Miami Facade

Eden Facade

Your Home, Your Builder

Carinda Facade
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Introducing COLORBOND® steel Matt, the elegant and versatile finish that diffuses
light for a soft, natural, textured appearance. Tested in some of Australia’s harshest
conditions, it’s the long lasting roof and wall material that enhances your home
design.

COLORBOND® and the BlueScope brand mark are registered trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited.
© 2017 BlueScope Steel Limited ABN 16 000 011 058. All rights reserved.
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Display Updates
In times of uncertainty, progression has been the key with many displays

Further displays are still progressing in Sunshine Coast, Ballarat, Mildura

put on hold until further notice. The Korumburra display has gone forward

& Bairnsdale.

in leaps and bounds to the point we may see it open late July. The display
is the Thredbo design which is a split level & Adaptable Living design with

We will continue to persist in these tough times and assist with generating

great feedback received already. Some images of the display progression

displays to plan for a future where all is back to normal.

are show below.

Go for a virtual tour of our displays at:
www.independentbuilders.com.au/display-homes

The Sarah

The Avenues - Toowoomba

The Boston

Merri Views Estate

97 Cronin Road, Highfields

Lot 16 O’Malley Drive, Warrnambool

Monday to Saturday: 9am - 4pm | Sunday: 10am - 4pm

By Appointment Only

Kev Morris – 0417 641 383

Owen Built Homes – 5561 1436

kev@kevmorrisbuilder.com.au

info@owenbuild.com.au

The Taylor

Everleigh Estate

Fairway

Townsville

29 Olive Avenue, Greenbank

Lot 1033 Holyoak Avenue, The Village

Saturday to Wednesday: 10am - 4pm | Thursday to Friday: Closed

Monday to Friday: 9am - 3pm | Saturday to Sunday: 10am - 4pm

Rick Hayter – 0414 322 900

Rob Rule – 0411 436 067

rick@ap-reality.com.au

admin@reefcoastconstructions.com.au
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Independent Builders Network
is a professional network of local

A
network
of local
builders
you can
trust

builders, working together to offer
home builders a higher quality, more
personal and better value for money
service, than the large, impersonal
volume project builders
/IndependentBuilders
@independent.builders
/IBNbuilders
/IBNbuilders

Your Builder

A

12/67 Garden Drive
Tullamarine, VIC 3043

P

1300 IBN NET (1300 426 638)

E

enquiries@independentbuilders.com.au

W

independentbuilders.com.au

Learn more
online:
The Independent Builders Network reserves the right to alter, modify or remove any offering within this document without notice.

Some offerings, products, colours are not available in all areas
Our registered IBN members retain

and needs to be agreed with by our builder member. Photos may depict fixtures, finishes, products, colours and features not included in standard homes.
independentbuilders.com.au/adaptable-living
the right to decline offers within this document. For further information contact the Independent Builders Network head office.

